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MEDIA RELEASE, 07 AUGUST 2013  

 

THEBE BUYS CONTROLLING INTEREST IN TIMRITE 
 

 

Thebe Investment Corporation (“Thebe”) is pleased to announce that its wholly-owned 

subsidiary, Thebe Mining Resources (Pty) Ltd (“TMR”) has acquired a 70% interest in 

Reatile Timrite (Pty) Ltd (“Timrite”) while the remaining 30% is owned by the 

management.  Under the terms of the transaction, the previous corporate shareholders 

of Timrite, namely Reatile Mining Solutions, Reindus and Standard Bank South Africa 

have completely exited the business. 

 

Timrite is a leading supplier of underground mining support products and services to the 

gold and platinum mining sectors with over 40% of the market share of the timber 

support market in the South African mining industry. Timrite supplements its own timber 

with long-term supply agreements with private and corporate plantation owners.  

 

It has four sawmills in Mpumalanga where the timber is processed and supplied to its 

customers, which include on the gold side, Harmony, AngloGold Ashanti, Gold One, 

Village and Goldfields, and on the platinum side Impala Platinum, AngloPlat and Lonmin.  

 

Timrite, a private company, has a strong business history and a state-of-the-art R&D 

technology centre in Gauteng, where latest innovative timber, steel and polymer based 

support products are developed for the mining and industrial sectors.  

 

“The acquisition reinforces TMR’s commitment to investing in through-the-line 

businesses that are crucial in the mining value-chain and more importantly build 

communities. This is a fantastic opportunity for TMR.  Timrite’s history and performance 

under its leadership team contributes and will continue to contribute to the development 

efforts for an exciting new generation of technologies and products, building on the 



 

excellent expertise of both companies.” says Mr. Vusi Khanyile, Thebe’s Executive 

Chairman. 

 

Mr Theunis Bester, Managing Director of Timrite, is delighted that Timrite is now part of 

the Thebe portfolio, which consists of 31 investee companies which operate in sectors 

such as financial services, tourism, petroleum, renewable energy, mining, media, 

telecoms, property, and construction.  

 

“With 1300 employees and Community trusts from which we source some of our timber, 

our marriage to Thebe is a natural fit. It was important for us to get the right partner that 

will not only add value but with a sound track record and understands the role that 

businesses have to play in communities that they operate in,” says Mr Bester.  

 

Mr Bester adds that Timrite has been steadily growing its exposure to the non-timber 

support market and the industrial timber market and that Thebe’s commitment to expand 

its investment in mining and mining services will create additional growth opportunities 

for Timrite. 

 

Mr Jacques de Wet, TMR interim CEO, says the acquisition dove-tails perfectly with 

TMR’s strategy of building a powerful black-owned mining supplies business that offers 

high quality products.  

 

“Together with TMR, Timrite will seek new growth opportunities not only in South Africa 

but also across the continent, especially non-timber products. We are also exploring 

opportunities outside of Timrite’s traditional gold and platinum sectors with a focus on 

the coal sector,” says Mr De Wet. 

 

Mr De Wet expects demand for underground mine support products to remain resilient 

due to the Department of Mineral Resources’ mining safety imperatives, which require 

continuous improvement in safety standards. 

 

“Furthermore, the introduction of a new legislation by China to increase the usage of 

platinum in vehicle catalytic converters in cars produced in that country and new 

emission legislation in Europe (Euro 6) targeted for 2014 will underpin demand (for 

platinum) and production of platinum and result in continuous demand for mining support 

products and services in the platinum sector,” says Mr De Wet. 
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 Notes to Editors: 
 

About Thebe: 
Thebe Investment Corporation is an African investment management firm which was 
founded in 1992 as a wholly-owned entity of the Batho-Batho Trust established by anti-
apartheid stalwarts, Nelson Mandela, Walter Sisulu, Enos Mabuza, and Beyers Naudé. 
Thebe’s founders established the company to promote socio-economic transformation 
through the economic participation of the previously marginalized South Africans. 
 
 In this regard, Thebe is unique in the sense that it does not exist only to make a profit, 
but to drive community development through assisting communities to be actively 
involved in sustainable wealth creation.  
 
Thebe has a proud history of being an entrepreneurial wealth creator. Under the 
guidance of founding CEO and executive chairman, Vusi Khanyile, Thebe has grown an 
initial capital investment of R100,000 into an investment portfolio of assets worth over 
R6 billion. 
Thebe has grown its portfolio through either starting greenfield businesses and acquiring 
controlling or minority stakes in operating companies. 
 
 Thebe successfully established South Africa’s first regional airline SA Express, fuel 
retailer Tepco Petroleum, and commercial radio station Kaya FM. Tepco was later 
merged into Shell SA when Thebe bought a 25% stake in the petroleum company in 
2002. 
 
To date, Thebe has made large acquisitions in blue-chip companies (both global and 
South African) such as Shell, Vodacom, Compass Group, Combined Motor Holdings, 
Altech Netstar, and Safripol. 
Thebe has a skilled team of investment professionals, which originates and executes 
transactions. Post transaction conclusion, the team actively partners with the investee 
companies to grow their market share in the industries they operate in. 
 
Thebe’s community development initiatives are driven by the Thebe Foundation, an 
independent trust, whose focus areas are education and the promotion of enterprise 
development in previously disadvantaged communities. 
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Through the foundation’s intervention, thousands of learners in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu-
Natal, and Eastern Cape are benefiting from the rollout of its programmes that seek to 
improve numeracy, literacy, maths and science skills.  
In Gauteng, about 120 SMME owners have gone through a 12-week business 
management course sponsored by the Thebe Foundation. The course is offered by the 
University of Johannesburg (UJ).  
 
The foundation also assigns Thebe executives to mentor the UJ graduates 
(entrepreneurs), who are given critical skills in growing their businesses. The foundation 
is also assisting some of the SMMEs to supply products and services to Thebe group of 
companies. 
 
Website: www.thebe.co.za 
 
 

About Timrite: 
 
Reatile Timrite (Timrite) was established in 2005 when Mondi Imbani Mining Supplies 
(MIMS) and Izingodo Timrite were merged. The MIMS business was initially purchased 
as part of a larger transaction between Mondi and HL&H in 1996 and thereafter acquired 
by the Reatile Group. Timrite was established in 1995 when former HL&H executives 
started a new mining services venture. 
 
Whilst the origins of Timrite are firmly based in the timber industry, it has been 
repositioned as a provider of underground mining support solutions which include non-
timber products and logistical services.  
 
Timrite, the largest supplier of timber based support product into the South African deep 
level mining industry has a dual focus in going forward:  

1. The development of safe, cost effective composite underground mining 
support solutions 
Timrite has the most advanced research, development and surface testing facility, 
based at their operations in Westonaria. Together with the rock engineering skills 
and expertise of Timrite the key mining challenges of enhanced safety and a 
deeper ore body are met. This is achieved through ongoing collaboration between 
Timrite and its customers that results in innovative product development and 
unique solutions for the industry. 

2. Optimising the value of its timber asset  
Timrite’s investment in eucalyptus plantations allows for diversification into 
servicing the industrial timber and special pole markets.  

Website:  www.timrite.co.za 
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